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Dear Dr.Darvas,
My membership in the ISIS Symmetry

Society is a honor.
Symmetry, was for me, an important

subject, and I still think so.
T senrl you all good wishes, and

my appreciation for the honor you have
given me.

t Sincerely

1'. 'k?-er-'

Eugene P. Wigner

E. P. Wigner's last letter to Gyiirgy Darvas
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De artment of Atomic Pti , Puskin u. 5-7, BudaRest,

"Like all children, I was born without my permission. What a pity it is that we canno
recall the day ofour birth. What a memory that would be! But as soon as I realized that
I was alive, I was curious about the world and happy with it. At least internally,
thanked my parents for having given me life." Wigner told Andrew Szanton who
wrote the most comQrehensive h>.: of E. P. Wi ner Szanton, 1992).
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Wiegner means cradle-maker in German, this was shortened to Wigner in Hungary.
Well, Wigner was born in Budapest, Hungary, early 20th century, and he waved
good-bye to it on New Year's day of 1995 in Princeton, USA He not only witnessed
our bitter-sweet century but consciously shaped it. He has become a historic per-
sonality both in cultural and political sense. How people of the 21st century will
live, how it will look at Nature, will be connected to the name of Eugene Wigner.

Eugene said about Budapest (Blumberg and Owens, 1976) that 'you heard a great
deal more erudite conversation than you hear in the United States - people talked
more about culture." Andrew Szanton reports Wigner saying with his wonderfully
rich, heavily accented voice (Szanton, 1992): "Simple Hungarian poems and songs
that I learned before 1910 still come to me unbidden. After 60 years in the United
States, I am still more Hungarian than American, much of the American culture
escapes me. Jokes are apparently universal, but no country could possibly love them
more than Hungarians did. I have never known such a taste for jokes in all the years
since I left Hungary; certainly not in Gemwny and not in the United States either.
Food and shelter are necessities. But laughter is not. So why we invent jokes with such
skill, and laugh at them with pleasure?" Wigner especially liked Hungarian poetry,
"perhaps the finest in Europe. - In Budapest there were many cafes, of a kind that
hardly exist in the United States. In such places, you were not only allowed to linger
over coffee, you were supposed to linger, making intelligent conversation about science,
art and literature."

The well-to-do Wigner family took special care of sending also Eugene to the
Lutheran Gymnasium, to "the best school in Hungary, at that time it could have been
the finest school of the world" (Marx, 1992), as Wigner said in his late years. In
Stockholm, at receiving the Nobel Prize (1963) he emphasized:

"I wish to say on this occasion a few words on a subject about which we think little
when we are young but which we appreciate increasingly when we reflect on our intel-
lectual development. I mean the indebtness to our teachers." Wigner made his math-
ematics teacher, Laszl6 Ratz a legendary figure. When he was 85, he told Hungar-
ian high school students (Wigner, Fizikai Szemle, 1987):

"In the Lutheran Gymnasium the teachers enjoyed teaching. Ratz taught calculus and
its applications as well. It is not easyto create such schools as the Lutheran Gymna-
sium was. I feel this strongly in America. There the high schools are far less good than
the Lutheran Gymnasium was." Furthermore (Wigner, Fizikai Szemle, 1983): "I
enjoyed mathematics, but I was really interested in physics. Physics developed a lot
when it began applying mathematics. It impressed me how many relations connect
physics and chemistry. My physics teacher, Sandor Mikola wrote a book, saying:
'Atoms and molecules perhaps exist, but this is irrelevant from the point of view of
physics.' Later when I had learned that the solution was found to describe micro-
physics, it made a tremendous impression on me."
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In 1919, after the collapse of the Austrian-Hungarian Empire the communists took
over in Budapest. Their leader, Bela Kun who was a Jew indoctrinated in Russia as
a prisoner of war. Most of his top commissars were Jews as well: they wished to get
rid of the feudalistic supremacy of landlords. After the fall of communism this cre-
ated a further excuse for antisemitism. This was the reason why not only Theodore
von Kamuln, Arthur Koestler,Michael Polanyi and Leo Szilard (leaning towards the
left politically), but later also George de Hevesy, Edward Teller, Eugene P. U'igner
and John von Neumann (coming from well-to-do capitalist families) emigrated from
Hungary. "Bela Kun can unwittingly take credit for the American preeminence in the
development of nuclear energy" - as Stanley A. Blumberg and Gwinn Owens wrote
(1976). But this was not the reason why Bela Kun was executed by Stalin's purges in
Russia in 1937.

When Eugene became 17, he had to decide on his future profession (1987, Marx,
1992).

"My father came and asked me: 'My son, when you grow up, what do you want to
become?' - After a short silence I answered: 'Father, if I am to be frank with you I
have to say that I would like to become a physicist.' - My father seemed to have
expected this answer, and asked me: 'Tell me, my son, how many jobs are available in
our country for a physicist?' - With some exaggeration I told: 'I think, four. ' [In reality
there were only 3 at the three universities.] 'And do you think, my son, that you will
obtain any of these four jobs?' This is how and why I started studying chemical engi-
neering. After the high school classes of Sandor Mikola, the lectures at the Budapest
and Berlin Institutes ofTechnology were just repetitions. Essentially the physics lessons
in the Lutheran Gymnasium were the last physics courses which I regularly attended."

He was emoled to the Budapest Institute of Technology for chemical engineering,
but the new right-wing military regime reduced the rights of Jews to attend univer-
sity, thus Wigner left for the Technical University in Berlin-Dahlem. In the nearby
Kaiser Wilhelm Institute Wigner's consultant was Michael Polanyi, who studied
medicine and made Ph.D. in chemistry in Budapest, then became the director of the
Department for Physical Chemistry in Berlin, and was the father of the Nobellau-
reate chemistJohn Polanyi.

"After Laszlo Ratz of the Lutheran Gymnasium, Michael Polanyi was my dearest
teacher" - remembered Wigner (Szanton, 1992). "His finest gift was to encourage
young men with his very great heart. In all my life, I have never known anyone who
used encouragement as skilfully as Polanyi. He was truly an artist ofpraise." - Later,
when Polanyi was already working in America, he advocated that not centrally
planned research, not a sort of Big Science is what promotes progress, but the
Republic ofScience, a mutual cooperation and criticism of scientists.

"Once I made a remark to Polanyi about the impossibility ofan association reaction.
He heard my idea without grasping it. Months later Polanyi told me, 'I am quite sorry.
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This point which you have made on association reactions: I have heard that the same
problem had been discussed in a very recent paper ofMax Born and James Franck'.
[Both obtained Nobel Prizes later.} 'I told them that you had the same idea. I am
quite sony, I failed to understandyou. ' "

Wigner completed his Ph.D. thesis under the supervision of Michael Polanyi in
Berlin. His thesis (published later in 1925 jointly with Polanyi) treated the forma-
tion and decay of molecules. "As two hydrogen atoms collide, they stick to a single
molecule. After a bit ofthinking I found it to be a miracle: the molecules have discrete
energy levels. How do they know that they have to collide just with such an energy?
How do they manage that their angular momentum is an integer multiple ofPlanck's
constant h? I suggested that the energy ofmolecular levels is not sharply determined,
because the excited molecular state may decay after a while to atoms. Even the conser-
vation of angular momentum is not a completely strict law! At collision the value of
the angular momentum jumps to the nearest integer multiple of Planck's constant h.
These were written down much before quantum mechanics was invented. This is why
several people accused me ofhaving invented Heisenberg's uncertainty relation which
is not tme. But my conclusions turned out to be right." (Marx, 1992).

Anthony Wigner was the director the leaders of a leather tannery factory, this is
why he worked hard to convince his son, Eugene to study chemical engineering. Dr.
Eugene Wigner worked in the tannery in Budapest in 1925-1926, there he ordered
the Zeitschrift far Physik, the avant-garde journal of modern physics. From this
journal Wigner learned that quantum mechanics had been invented! After having
read the paper of Mar. Born and Pascual Jordan, he was in heaven. He could not
refuse the invitation to become an assistant at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for a
salary of 136 Marks per month. (It turned out that Polanyi's helping hand was
behind this invitation.) This is when Wigner's interest started in s y m met ry. Let
us listen to his recollection(Marx, 1992):

"TVllen I returned to Berlin, the excellent crystallographer, Weissenberg asked me to
study: how come that in a crystal the atoms like to sit in a symmetry plane or symmetry
axis. After a short time of thinking I understood: being on the symmetry axis secures
that the derivatives of the potential energy vanish in two directions perpendicular to the
symmetry axis. (In case ofa symmetry plane the derivative of the potential energy van-
ishes in one direction.) This is how I became interested in the role ofs y m met r i e s
i n qua n tum m e c han i c s . I spent the holidays - Christmas-time and sum-
mertime - in Hungary, in Budapest and in Alsogod, at the shore ofthe Danube. There I
wrote the book on Group Theory and its Application to the Quantum Mechanics of
Atomic Spectra." (Marx, 1992).

The intrusion of group theory into quantum mechanics was not received with
applause. Wolfgang Pauli called the idea Gmppenpest, Albert Einstein, Max von
Laue, Erwin Schrodinger also expressed their uneasiness. John von Neumann and
Leo Szilard, however, encouraged Eugene Wigner's efforts.
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If an experiment is repeated in another laboratory, under similar conditions identi-
cal result will come out. The experiment today brings the same result as brought
yesterday. If the Earth rotates by 30°, it does not influence the result. The outcome
does depend neither on the location and timing ofthe experiment, nor spatial orienta-
tion of the equipment. Even the speed (e.g., that of the Earth) does not influence 'the
way how the laws ofNature work. To express this bas ice x per i e n c e in a
more direct way: the world does not have a centre, there is no absolute rest, pre-
ferred direction, privileged origin of calendar time, even left and right seem to be
rather symmetric. From these symmetries of Nature the conservation of momen-
tum, speed ofcenter ofmass, angular momentum, energy and parity follow.

In the 19205 Wigner has shown the utmost power of these experienced symmetry
properties of space and time in quantum mechanics. His book has become one of
the most important classics of the new science.

The observed interference of electrons, photons, neutrons indicated that the state
of a particle can be described by vectors, possessing a certain number of compo-
nents. As the observer is replaced by an other one (working elsewhere,looking at a
different direction, using an other clock, perhaps being even left-handed) , the state
vector of the very same particle is transformed, meaning a multiplication by a
matrix.

If a body is rotated by 90° around the x-axis, and after that around the y-axis, the
outcome differs from the outcome of a 'y first, x second' rotation. Rotations don't
commute, their generators, the components of angular momenta don't commute.
This simple everyday experience ofnon-commutability of transformations in the 3
dimensional space and time implies that the corresponding quantities cannot be
measured exactly at the same time: the corresponding matrices cannot be diago-
nalized simultaneously. The uncertainty relation of angular momenta, furthermore
uncertainty relation between time and energy was noticed by Wigner already in
1925 while working on his Ph.D. thesis, studying the formation process of a
molecule, well before Heisenberg's quantum mechanics and Heisenberg's uncer-
tainty relation. The extra power of reflection symmetry - resulting in the parity
conservation law for atomic spectra - was recognized by Wigner.

The matrices describing momentum and center-of-mass coordinate don't commute
either. This specific x1' - p'x = if! cannot be represented by finite matrices. This
implies that the state vector has infinitely many components, that is the ensemble
of all the possible states of a single electron is a space with infinite dimensions, it's
a Hilbert space. (Eugene Wigner was David Hilbert's assistant for a while.)

The generators of the symmetry transformation in Euclidean space and time play
so important roles in the infinite dimensional state vector space, that they have
deserved their specific names: momentum, angular momentum, center of mass co-
ordinate, energy, parity. Actually, the energy generates the change of the time
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coordinate: it transforms present to the future. Thus the symmetry generators
express the dynamics (hOW future evolves from the present), the structure (how
objects interact by exchanging momenta), and the outcome of our measurements
(how human brain observes the state of objects described by the state vector).

The author of this paper is convinced that the long-lasting essence of quantum
mechanics has been understood by Eugene Wigner: the basic experiences of super-
position and symmetries will serve as foundation how this intellectual achievement
of the 20th century with upmost importance will be taught in the 21st century.

Wigner received the Nobel Prize for his contribution to the theory ofatomic nucleus
and the elementary particles, particularly through the discovery and application offun-
damental symmetryprinciples.

He recognized a new symmetry in Nature which manifests itself in the conservation
of the number of protons and neutrons. (Antiprotons and antineutrons are counted
with minus sign.) Proton and antiproton can annihilate, but our world - made of
common matter, protons, neutrons (and electrons) - survived billions of years due
to Wigner's conservation theorem ofbaryonic charge.

*
History reached again Wigner in Berlin: Nazism was at the corner. Thus he
accepted the invitation from Princeton University. Cornelius Lfmczos, John von
Neumann, Edward Teller and Eugene Wigner were called to America to teach the
New Physics to the New World. For their advanced understanding of these revolu-
tionary scientific ideas and their special political instinct they were called the
Martians, who landed on Earth, but were unable to learn speaking English without
an alien (Hungarian) accent. Neumann, Szilard and Teller enjoyed being called
Martians, only Wigner did not like it. He considered himself to be the slowest
among the four, but he was the one not only sparking with ideas but completing
works. This is why he was who received the Nobel Prize. Eugene Wigner enjoyed
Teller's wide interest and fast logics, liked him from the start. He was puzzled by the
selfish, pushy character of Szilard, opposite to Wigner's polite modesty. As Wigner
expressed, "Szilard was the most original mind I ever had met". But he respected
the mathematical ingenuity ofNeumann the most: "I have known only one genius in
my life, Johnny von Neumann." With a modest smile he added: "You may value my
statements more ifyou recall that I had known Einstein as well."

The late 1920$ and the 1930s were heroic times for quantum mechanics: it was suc-
cessfullyapplied to explain the empirical facts collected in spectroscopy, chemistry,
atomic physics, molecular physics, solid state physics, nuclear physics. Eugene
Wigner took a leading role, published over 60 fundamental papers in these years,
alone and with such celebrities as Michael Polanyi, Pascual Jordan, John von
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Neumann, Victor Weisskopf, Frederick Seitz, John Bardeen, George Breit, R.
Smoluchowski and Edward Teller.

From time to time Wigner visited Hungary to spend holidays with his family, and to
lecture at the Colloquium organized by RudolfOrtvay about quantum mechanics in
Budapest. Professor Ortvay once invited Paul Adrien Maurice Dirac, the Nobellau-
reate creator of the relativistic quantum mechanics, to lecture at his Colloquium.
Dirac is known to be withdrawn, not interested in social activities. Therefore it was
a great surprise when in the next year Dirac himself offered his new visit and
lecture to Ortvay. Dirac arrived, "by chance" his visit happened in coincidence with
that of Wigner, and they both spent a relaxing holiday at the Lake Balaton,
together with Wigner's sisters. After one of his prominent visits, the deeper reasons
for Dirac's interest in Hungary became understood: he married Manci Wigner.

*
Neutron, a new nuclear particle with zero charge, was discovered in 1932. Wigner
Jen6 published his first paper on nuclear physics in Hungarian, in the periodical of
the Hungarian Academy in 1932, about the theory of neutrons. He has shown how
quantum mechanics can be used to understand nuclear properties as well. Hideki
Yukawa started his Nobel lecture by saying: "Wigner pointed out that nuclear forces
between two nuclear particles must have a very short range, if} order to account for the
rapid increase ofthe binding energy from the hemy hydrogen to the helium." Later on,
Wigner contributed to the understanding of nuclear spectra, based upon symmetry
principles. He discovered the conservation theorem for the number of nuclear par-
ticles.

In the meantime history took sharp turns, and Wigner played a decisive role in
them. Let us listen to Szilard's 'version of facts':

"I found myself in London, and in the 12 September 1933 issue of The Times I read a
speech by Lord Rutherford given at the British Association under the headline"
BREAKING DOWN THEATOMS. "He was quoted as saying that anybody who talks
about the liberation of atomic energy on an industrial scale is talking moonshine. This
sort oftalk set me pondering as I was walking the streets ofLondon. I remember that I
stopped for a red light at the intersection ofSouthampton Row, and I was waiting for
the light to change. As the light changed to green, it suddenly occurred to me that if we
could find an element which is split by neutrons and which would emit two
neutrons when it absorbed 0 n e neutron, such an element, if assembled in
sufficiently large mass, could sustain a nuclear chain reaction." Leo Szilard visited
Lord Rutherford, asking for support. Enter Edward Teller (1993, Marx, 1994):

"In the fall of 1934 I went to England. There was a meeting ofphysicists, and Lord
Rutherford was the speaker. Rutherford was speaking for ten to fifteen minutes about
some crazy people believing in the utilization of nuclear energy. But this was
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impossible, he claimed. The energy of the nucleus is interesting only for physics itself, it
cannot be utilized for anything. I cannot repeat Rutherford's words, as he was explain-
ing it for a quarter ofan hour, but this was essentially what he said. I could not under-
stand what happened to him. But after this, the very same week, an old friend ofmine
met me in London, Leo Szilard. He told me that he had visited Rutherford and told
him that nuclear energy could be utilized. Enormous explosions could be generated. In
response, Rutherford threw him out of his office. Rutherford got so excited, that even
some time later the only thing he could talk about was proving what nonsense this idea
was."

Szilard found greater interest among chemists, who knew chemical chain reactions
like fire. Michael Polanyi was especially interested, and asked Szilard on 11 Novem-
ber 1934: "Will you let me report to Aschner that you are in the process ofmaking
great inventions and I would see a favourable opportunity for interest?" Lipot
Aschner was the open-minded, research-supporting director of the Tungsram
Company in Budapest. In another letter, dated 28 June 1935 Polanyi wrote: "My
dear Szilard, I gather from my talk with Weizmann that he is favourably inclined
towards the foundation a research corporation. Yours M.P." Chaim Weizmann, an
other chemist (later the first president of Israel) tried to collect the 2000 pounds
asked by Szilard for the experiments, but in vain. Finally, on 12 March 1934 Szilard
decided to apply for a patent of "a chain reaction which goes with neutrons. This
chain can be realized only with metastable elements. Such an element captures a single
neutron, and the liberated binding energy should be enough to make the element decay,
liberate energy and emit two neutrons. (The metastability of Uranium and thorium is
shown by their radioactive decays.) There is a small but nonvanishing chance that
explosives constructed according to this principle may become many thousands of
times more efficient than customary bombs." The patent was issued under No 440
023 - and classified as secret by the British Admiralty at the request of Leo Szilard.

Eugene P. Wigner, the chemical engineer was already an expert in the structure of
nuclei, said: "1 watched Szilard's idea with great interest, it did not contradict any
known physical principle. Controlled nuclear energy seemed to be only a question of
time. 1 told this to a man from the General Electric in late 1935 who consulted me on
other business. And I said as much to friends. In the spring of1935, I gave a lecture in
Madison" [WiscoFlsin, USA] "and predicted we would have nuclear energy production
in five years. But I had very little basis for that predicted number. And 1 did not expect
myself to play a vital role in producing it." - Well, Wigner was wrong: igniting the
sec 0 n d fir e took two years longer than he foresaw.

The neutron was discovered in Rutherford's laboratory, but it was an Italian, Enrico
Femli who recognized the importance of the discovery: neutrons are neutral,
therefore their entrance into the positive nucleus is not prevented by any electric
barrier. Neutrons are advantageous tools for producing nuclear reactions. Edward
Teller visited Fermi, and, as he recalled (1993, Marx, 1994):
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"Fermi i"adiated the elements one by one with neutrons. The excess neutrons made the
nuclei radioactive. As he reached Uranium, observed not only a single sort ofradioac-
tivity, but a lot of them. Fermi concluded that this Uranium - being over-rich in neu-
trons - transfornzed to a sequence of transuranic elements. (For that Fermi received
the 1938 Nobel Prize in physics.) Ida Noddack - who herself.discovered a new ele-
ment: Rhenium - published a paper proposing that the complex radioactivity pattern
may indicate theflSsion ofthe Uranium nucleus into two fragments. This caused Fernli
to calculate that possibility, but he concluded that splitting could not occur because of
energy considerations. And his calculations were co"ect. The bnly problem was that
his calculations were based on an inco"ect measurement of masses by Aston.
- It is worth meditating about it for a moment. In 1932Hitler wasn't in power yet. Ifin
1932 we had known about Uranium splitting, it is impossible tell who would have
continued to work on it and what it would have been used for. The fission of the Ura-
nium nucleus - as we all know - was actually discovered only pt the end of1938." -
The discovery - made in the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute in Berlin, December 1938 -
was published in the German journal Naturwissenschaften on 6 January 1939. That
January Niels Bohr brought the news of Uranium fission to America. Eugene P.
Wigner remembered (Szanton, 1992):

"I was laid up in the hospital for about six weeks with jaundice. Leo Szilard was stay-
ing in my apartment. He came by the infirnzary nearly every day to see me and raised
my spirits with gentle Hungarian conversation. I appreciated that tremendously. One
morning" {after the Princeton talk of Bohr} "Szilard came ito my bed and said:
'Wigner, now I think there will be a neutron chain reaction. ' He meant that a nuclear
fission would make it possible. I disagreed at first, bu.t soon I saw that ofcourse he was

I
right. I had miscalculated how neutron-rich the fission fragmen,ts were. Their richness
in neutrons enabled the ejection of several neutrons in each fission. In the course of
these talks in the Princeton infirmary, Szilard and I developed aIr of the essentialpoints
offission theory." Szilard and Wigner were what Alvin Weinberg caIIedpredisposed
minds. The equilibrium percentage of neutrons in Uranium is much higher than in
its fragments, chemical clements located in the middle of the Periodic Table, so
there is a good chance for the n --:;.. 2n reactions to occur. And that was which
Szilard was desperately seeking to accomplish. Bohr and Fermi doubted but Szilard
immediately declared that Uranium fission would result in the liberation of nuclear
energy. Szilard borrowed 2000 dollars from a friend to make a neutron source. The
neutrons were slowed down, as in Szilard's previous experiments. During the
evening of 3 March 1939, on the 7th Ooor of the Pupin Lab at Columbia University,
Leo Szilard and Walter Zinn watched the neutron counter to 'see whether neutrons
would be produced in Uranium fission. During the same evening, Teller was relax-
ing while playing Mozart on his piano, when his phone rang: "MegtaMltam a
neutronokat." (For security reasons Szilard spoke Hungarian, meaning: 'I have
found the neutrons.') As Szilard recalled in his response at obtaining the Atoms for
Peace award in 1960, he told himself this night: "H. G. Wells! Here we come!"
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Enrico Femli decided to make a similar experiment in the basement of Pupin Hall
at Columbia, but he was less successful because he used fast neutrons. Then he bor-
rowed Szilard's slow neutron source, and observed the neutrons after fission in a
completely different experimental arrangement.

Szilard, Teller and Wigner were Central European refugees, who had first hand
experiences with Nazism and antisemitism. The atomic bomb must not get into
Hitler's hand. Fission was discovered in Berlin! The Hungarians agreed that full
secrecy must be imposed immediately.

As summer - and World War II - approached, Anderson, Femli and Szilard began
discussing the possibility of realizing a neutron chain reaction experimentally. In
June they published a design for Uranium reactor. In July 1939, the idea of a
nuclear reactor seemed promising. Fermi tried to approach the Navy to explain the
reactor and get support, but in vain. The Navy distrusted a stranger from an enemy
country. So Fermi left for a holiday.

Eugene Wigner visited Szilard. Szilard explained his calculations about the
Uranium-graphite reactor. Wigner understood and became concerned. They agreed
that Belgium should be warned not to let the Germans get hold of Uranium
imported from the mines in the Congo. Both Wigner and Szilard were at good
terms with Albert Einstein. Wigner remembered that Einstein knew the Queen of
Belgium. On a summer Sunday, 16 July 1939, Wigner drove Szilard to Einstein who
was spending on the seaside in Long Island.

Einstein did not feel home with nuclear physics, perhaps because he disliked quan-
tum mechanics. This was the first occasion Einstein had heard about the possibility
of a chain reaction, but he understood it quickly - in about 14 minutes (Marx, 1992,
Wigner, Fizikai Szemle, 1983). Einstein then dictated a letter to Belgium in Ger-
man, and Wigner scribbled down his words. They IcfLWigner translated the Ger-
man text to English, gave it to Szilard, then travelled to California for the summer.

Szilard started thinking that it was not such a good idea to spread the news abroad
about the possibility of a fission chain reaction. He found a contact to Alexander
Sachs who previously worked on the New Deal of President Roosevelt. Sachs said
that if Einstein were to write a letter, he would be ready to personally deliver it to
the President. Szilard composed a new letter, addressed to the President, and vis-
ited Edward Teller who owned a 1935 Plymouth car. Enter Teller (Fizikai Szemle,
1993):

''After the discovery ofnuclear fission, people said that a lot ofthings would be affected
by this discovery and it was worthwhile to work on it. The Americans' opinion was
negative. But by accident, there was a Hungarian there, Leo Szilard. He was a versatile
person. He was even capable of explaining to the Americans the concept of a nuclear
chain reaction. There was one thing that even Szilard could not do: drive a car. On the
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summer 0[1939 I was working at Columbia University in New York just [ike Szilard.
One day Szilard came up to me and said: 'Mr.. Teller, I am askingyou to drive out with
me to Einstein. ' Well, so we drove out on 2ndAugust. We entered, Einstein was cordial,
ofJered a tea to Szilard, and being democratic, he invited in the chaufJeur as well.
Szilard pulled a letter from his pocket addressed to President Roosevelt: SIR, SOME
RECENT WORK BY ENRICO FERMI AND LEO SZILARD, WHICH HAS
BEEN COMMUNICATED TO ME IN THE FORM OF A MANUSCRIPT,
LEADS ME TO EXPECT THAT THE ELEMENT URANIUM MAY BE
TURNED INTO A NEW AND IMPORTANT SOURCE OF ENERGY IN THE
IMMEDIATE FUTURE... Einstein read it slowly and said: 'Well, this will be the first
case when we use nuclear energy directly, not indirectly. (The Su'n'produces it, and we
are gaining light from the Sun.)' And with these words he signed the letter: 'Albert Ein-
stein '. Roosevelt received the letter from Dr. Sachs on 3 October. He could not have
received it at a better time, it happened just after Nazi Gemwnyand the Soviet Union
had occupied and divided Poland. By that time an intelligent man like Roosevelt could
clearly see: great danger has arrived, it is imminent, the danger is on the doorstep. Right
away he wrote to the head ofthe National Bureau ofStandards: 'Convene a meeting to
discuss tfie content ofthe letter in detail. ' "

On Saturday, 6 December 1941, the Japanese made a surprise attack on Pearl Har-
bour, and annihilated a part of the American fleet. The USA found itself at war. On
the very same day Washington decided in favor of "an all-out efJortto build a
nuclear bomb". The next dayArthur Compton, the director of the top-secret project,
ruled that the reactor project should move to Chicago under the code-name:
'Manhattan Project'. In the spring of 1942, Compton invited Fermi, Teller and
Wigner to move to Chicago. That happened. Fermi's code-name was Farmer,
Wigner's code-name was Wagner. Wigner recalled (Szanton, 1992): "One day we
were driving together along a high-security road. At the checkpoint, the military guard
asked my name. I said: 'JVigner - oh, please excuse me: Wagner!' The guard could not
help but notice my Hungarian accent. He regarded me with suspicion and asked
sternly: 'Is your name really Wagner?' What could I say? Enrico saved me. Quite firmly
and confidently, he said: 'If his name's not Wagner, then my name's not Farmer.' And
the guard let us pass."

In Chicago an artificial neutron source was placed on the floor, then Uranium rods
and graphite blocks were placed upon it. According to Fermi's instructions, after
placing newer and newer layers onto the pile, the distribution of neutrons was
observed at different distances from the source. As the neutron multiplication was
higher, the neutrons reached a larger distance in the graphite before being
absorbed. It was Wigner's duty to calculate the neutron multiplication from the
measured distribution of the neutrons at increasing distances, and to foresee the
critical size of the pile needed for a self-sustaining chain reaction. As Alvin Wein-
berg said (Marx, 1992): "There were two dominant scientific brains in Chicago. Fermi
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conducted the experimental work Wigner headed the theoretical research. Szilard,
Teller and Wigner were called the Hungarian Mafia in Chicago.

Fermi performed 25 experiments with different arrangements of Uranium and
graphite. The first self-sustaining neutron chain reaction was realized on 2 Decem-
ber 1942. Let us quote the description of the eye-witness Wigner (Szanton, 1992):

"I stood watching Enrico Fermi in a large room beneath Stagg Field. About 50 people
have been assembling there since 8:30 on this Wednesday in a room of10 by 20meters.
In the middle of the room a huge pile ofblack graphite bricks and pieces of wood had
been heaped up. The bottom halfof the pile was square shaped; the top was narrower.
The serious work had begun at about 9:45. The chain reaction was almost achieved
around 11:30, but a safety rod, set too low, had stopped it. Fermi sent everyone to lunch
and we all returned to the squash court at 2:00. Now Fermi stood with a slide rule at
one end of the balcony, with two of his top assistants, Herbert Anderson and Walter
Zinno Next to them was Arthur Compton, the director of the Manhattan Project. The
other 40 of us were crowded on the far side of the balcony. Among the others present
was myoid friend, Leo Szilard. At 3:30 p.m., Fermi calculated the rising rate of the
neutron counts and instructed an assistant to pull out the cadmium-plated rod about
25 centimeters at a time. The recorder started to tick: pit-a-pat, pit-a-pat, pit-a-pat. The
selfsustaining chain reaction was more and more closely approximated. It had died for
some time, but when the whole control rod had been pulled out, the recorder ticked
more strongly than ever knew that a nuclear chain reaction had been achieved. We had
released the energy of the atomic nucleus and had successfully controlled that energy.
There were smiles all around the room, even some applause. But for about 30 minutes
we mostly just watched. It was not theatrical or striking anyway: Fermi had made the
reactor quite weak so that it would not kill us. But it was there, - and it worked. Just
before 4:00 p.m. Fermi ordered the reaction stopped. We had all expected the experi-
ment to succeed. After all, if a carriage is built and hitched to a team of horses, we
expect the carnage to move. In anticipation ofthis moment, about ten months earlier I
had bought a bottle ofChianti in Princeton, and brought it to Chicago. I guessed that
the war might have prevented Italy from exporting wine to the USA. In a way, it was
harder to foresee the shortage ofChianti than to foresee the successful chain reaction.
But I had been through World War I, and I knew that such luxuries tend to disappear. I
had kept the bottle behind my back throughout the experiment. Now I produced it from
a brown paper bag on the balcony floor, brought it forward, and presented it to Fermi.
He thanked me. Fermi uncorked the bottle and asked someone to find paper cups.
They were produced and we drank the sweet red Chianti. What beautiful, subtle plea-
sures wine can give! Quietly, we toasted the event, and wished that somehow this
nuclear reaction could make man's life happier, and humankind less prejudiced. Fermi
signed his name just below the top of the Chianti label. The bottle went around the
room, and below Fermi's signature the rest ofus added our names. The bottle ended up
in the hands ofAlbert Wattenberg, a bright young physicist. No written records were
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made of the witnesses to this historic moment, so the names on the Chianti label were
later used to recreate the groUp."

So we know that, besides 38 Americans, an Italian was present (Fermi), a Canadian
(Zinn) and two Hungarians (Szilard and Wigner). Compton rushed to phone a
coded message to Washington: THE ITALIAN NAVIGATOR HAS JUST
LANDED IN THE NEW WORLD. THE NATIVES ARE FRIENDLY. As later
on Manson Benedict added (Marx, 1994): "The vessel used by the Italian navigator
was built by a Canadian shipwright from rare and costly materials found by Hungarian
explorers." On 17 May 1955 Fermi and Szilard were formally granted U.S. patent
No. 2708656 for the neutronic reactor.

In nature, 0.7 % of the Uranium is made of the lighter 235U isotope, and only this is
capable for fission under the impact of slow neutrons. In order to make an atomic
bomb, this light Uranium has to be enriched above 90 %. The Uranium was
enriched by diffusion through a porous wall: the molecules containing the lighter
235 nuclei moved a bit faster. The huge diffusion plant was built in Oak Ridge. By
repeating the diffusion process thousands of times, gradually sufficiently enriched
235U could be obtained. But this method was very slow. Till the end ofWord War II
only a few kilograms of 235U was separated, enough for only one single bomb. On
the 6th of August 1945 that bomb was dropped on Hiroshima.

*
In the nuclear reactor, the heavier 238U isotope captures neutrons, but does not
split: it decays to the transuranic clement Neptunium, then to Plutonium. Louis
Turner predicted that Plutonium will be fissionable. Plutonium is an element differ-
ent from Uranium, so if it is produced within nuclear reactors, it can be separated
chemically from Uranium.

In September 1941 Eugene P. Wigner explained Compton the difference between
fast neutrons (producing atomic bomb) and slow neutrons (utilized in reactors). A
large nuclear reactor could make all the Plutonium needed for a bomb. In his book
The Atomic Quest Compton recalled how Wigner had urged him "almost in tears"
to do so. Finally Compton charged Wigner to design large reactors with high neu-
tron fluxes. (Wigner was the perfect candidate for the job: he was educated as a
chemical engineer, was at home with nuclear physics, and disliked Hitler.) Planning
of large reactors was started in the first half of 1942, much before Fermi's reactor
became operational. The Chicago reactor was of low power. The intended large
reactors were 17 000 times more powerful, they needed efficient cooling. Compton
proposed helium gas as coolant because it does not absorb neutrons at all. But
gaseous helium has a small heat capacity. In April 1942 Wigner, a practical man
proposed normal water as coolant, because the electrical industry had accumulated
much experience with water boilers. This was a daring idea from the nuclear point
of view, because light hydrogen absorbed some neutrons, and this fact takes 1.5 %
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off the neutron multiplication factor. In the summer of 1942, while Fermi's experi-
ments were stilI running, a trial arrangement was assembled with water tubes. From
the measured neutron distribution Alvin Weinberg calculated that a water cooled
graphite reactor with natural Uranium as fuel may realize a neutron multiplication
of 104 %. Wigner seemed to be right!

The 1942 DuPont Chemical Company, charged with building the Plutonium pro-
ducing reactors, accepted Wigner's proposal for using normal water as coolant. By
December 1942 (before Fermi's reactor started operating) the plan for the water
cooled reactor was ready: four months were enough for the Wigner group of five to
design the 500 million watt reactor. Once - looking through the technical plans
proposed by DuPont - Wigner noticed that there was an error in the design. He
recalculated the reactor control system, and realized that DuPont's plan did not
include enough control rods. He corrected the error in time. Szilard said that
Wigner was the conscience of the whole project. In 1943, the Plutonium producing
reactors (with natural Uranium fuel, graphite moderator and normal water coolant,
as proposed by Wigner) were built in Hanford, at the far north-east corner of the
USA. From there the first shipments of Plutonium arrived in May 1944. A year
later there was enough Plutonium produced to make atomic bombs.

One of them was tried in New Mexico on 16th July 1945. The second one was
dropped on Nagasaki on 9th August 1945.

The design and fabrication of the atomic bomb was directed byRobert Oppenheimer
in Los Alamos. Leo Szilard was not permitted to enter: he did not have a security
clearance, he stayed in Chicago. Reactor construction went on in Oak Ridge, where
Eugene U'igner worked, later on became director of the Oak Ridge National Labo-
ratory. Hitler committed suicide and Germany surrendered already in May 1945.
The Europeans - Bohr, Szilard, Teller, Wigner - had more direct information
about Hitler and intended to prevent Nazi Germany to possess the bomb as first.
After the collapse of Hitler's might, they did their best to prevent the use of the ter-
rible weapon against Japanese. Japan was almost defeated anyhow. But for the
Americans, shocked by the attack on Pearl Harbor, Japan was the enemy. Including
Robert Oppenheimer they supported the sharp use of the bomb. 200 000 people died
in Hiroshima and Nagasaki. This hounded the mind of the nuclear pioneers since
then. Wigner - a mild personality - advocated civil defense instead of the mad
Mutually Assured Destrnction. Now we have got a hope that oak will survive poplars
(alamos).

Still in 1943, simultaneously with the construction of the Plutonium producing
reactors, other alternatives were also searched for. Eugene U'igner asked his theo-
retical group to look for other possible materials to slow down the neutrons. He
told: "Don't forget common water!" So Alvin Weinberg started to investigate H20.
He found that natural Uranium fuel and common water moderator could achieve a
98 % neutron multiplication factor. Almost enough for a chain reaction. Weinberg
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said [Budapest 1989]: "Wigner was the first reactor engineer. As the scientific director
of the Oak Ridge Laboratory, proposed a research reactor based·on natural Uranium
fuel,· a heavy water moderator, and light water cooling. In 1945 Colonel Abelson from
the Navy came to me with the question how reactors could be used to operate sub-
marines. I answered: 'These reactors must be compact. The simplest solution is to use
water as the moderator, and as coolant as well. ' For simplicity, we left heavy water off.
The first reactor with enriched Uranium as fuel, a light water moderator, and light
water cooling was built in Idaho. But due to the low boiling point of the water, only 17
% thermal efficiency could be reached. This is why in submarines the reactors are
moderated and cooled by pressurized water, boiling at higher temperature. This type of
power reactor is now in use worldwide. Although fVigner did not design a nuclear
powerplant, we can nevertheless say: he was the grandfather ofwater-moderated and
water-cooledpower reactors."

After World War II the time came for peaceful use of nuclear power. President
Eisenhower created the ATOMS FOR PEACE medal. The first recipient was Niels
Bohr, the Danish creator of models for atoms and nuclei (1957). In the second year
George de Hevesy, the Hungarian inventor of radioactive tracing obtained the
medal. In 1959, two Hungarians received the medal from the President: Leo Szilard
and Eugene fVigner for the design of the nuclear reactor. After them in 1960 the
American Alvin Weinberg (student of Wigner) and the Canadian Walter Zinn (a
former co-worker of Szilard) were honoured for building reactors...

*
"Eugene and Heckmann were lying on the lawn near the municipal swimmingpool in
Gottingen. Heckmann (a Gemwn astronomer) observed that a trail of ants was
crawling across Eugene's right leg, and he asked Eugene 'Don't they bite?' The answer
was 'They do. ' Question: 'Then why don't you kill them?' Answer by Eugene Wigner: 'I
don't know which one it was.' This story was told by Edward Teller (Wagner, 1981).
According to his other story, while Wigner was driving in Princeton, an other car
crossed the street unexpectedly. As the blood pressure went up, Wigner shouted at
the other driver: "Go to hell - please!"

According to John von Neumann, when Leo Szilard entered a revolving door fol-
lowing somebody, he somehow managed to come out first. Not so with Wigner. If
you are accompanied by Wigner, and let him enter the revolving door as first, he
manages to leave it last. "In America every physicist knows Wigner's modesty -
Valentine Telegdi said (Wagner, 1981). This is, however, an 'apparent' modesty.
Wigner knows his own value very well, the modesty serves only as defense against
provocations." - Edward Teller characterizes Wigner: - "H1wn he says to a seminar
speaker: 'JVhat you say is interesting', that is a much harder criticism than my saying
him 'That's damned nonsense'." (The author of the present paper experienced him-
self this behaviour of Eugene Wigner.)
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As a small child, he was taken on an excursion in a carriage. Eugene was supposed
to chat with grown-ups politely, but he would have preferred talking with the horse.
Unfortunately, the horse did not speak Hungarian. But he kept this kind of interest
through his whole life.

Albert Einstein - and a lot of other giants of physics - had reservations with respect
to quantum mechanics because it is not deterministic in the strict Newtonian sense.
One can compute the time evolution of the wave function, but at the instant of
measurement the wave function suddenly shrinks to one of the eigenfunctions of
the measured quantity, and we cannot predict exactly, to which of them. Quantum
mechanics offers only probabilistic prediction about the outcome of a measure-
ment, and about its impact upon the state of the microobject. "But what is a mea
sur em e n t ?" asked Wigner. He tried to give himself an answer. It is the interac-
tion of the real outside world with the mind of the physicist. This has raised the fur-
ther question of consciousness. What happens if a human looks at the measuring
device but he misses appreciating the position of the dial? And do animals possess
consciousness? In the last 20 years, Eugene P. Wigncr thinks more and more about
consciousness and its relation to quantum mechanics. In his acceptance lecture of
the honorary Ph.D. degree at the Etitvos University Wigner expressed his personal
opinion (1987, Marx, 1994):

"There are phenomena which physics cannot yet describe. For example, it cannot
describe life, emotion or consciousness. This situation is like not t a kin g gravi-
tation into account would be. But gravitation exists and life exists. I am here, I feel joy
and desire. It used to be said that man is subdued to the laws ofphysics, and his emo-
tions are irrelevant. I cannot accept that! I am convinced that the sequence ofevents is
influenced by my consciousness in a similar way as it is influenced by the force ofgrav-
ity. If this were true, there would be something which physics is not interested in as it
was not interested in the existence ofatoms 100years ago.

I can imagine that human intellect has its own limitations just like animal brain is
limited. Once I tried to teach the multiplication table to a nice and skilful dog. Not to
make a difficult calculation like 6·8. I showed him 2 squares and 3 squares, and I
wanted the dog to indicate that the product makes 6 squares. I failed. The dog can
learn very different skills, but it seems not to be interested in multiplication. Up to a
certain degree we are like animals. It is quite possible that our interest and our knowl-
edge is limited as well. I would like to hope that understanding life does not lie beyond
the limits of our intellect. We have learned to describe the behaviour ofgases and the
behaviour of atoms. Once perhaps we shall understand life as well. This is why one
cannot exclude that the deterministic description of the human mind will not be possi-
ble. It may be that presentphysics will be enough to describe a bacterium. When it suc-
ceeds, the bacterium will not be considered to be a I i v e any longer. But in order to
describe the whole complexity oflife, including human can sci a usn e s s, we shall
be unable to restrict ourselves to pure wave functions, because the impact of the
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macroscopic environment disturbs it immediately, e.g., by the cosmic background
radiowaves, which are present everywhere with a temperature o[2.7K

It is possible that understanding consciousness remains as[ar[rom human intellect, as
multiplication from my dog."

According to Wigner, Newton was the greatest physicist because he was able to
condense all the knowledge about the physical Universe in the single volume of the
Principia. Early 20th century he welcomed the arrival of relativity and quantum
theory because they promised again a compact world picture at the price of a cer-
tain abstraction. As a matter of fact, Wigner's monograph on the Group Theory and
its Application to the Quantum Mechanics o[Atomic Spectra is a rather successful
attempt to offer this synthesis for the 20th century. Seeing the expansion of physics,
the recent flood of scientific information filled him with anxiety. At his age of 85 he
was asked by Hungarian secondary school students about his view of the future
(1987, Marx, 1994]:

"Well, please, it is a hard question. The realm o[physics has been extended tremen-
dously. In the first book I ever read about physics when I was 17, [written by Sandor
Mikola] it said: 'Atoms and molecules may exist but this is irrelevant [rom the view-
point o[physics. ' Only chemists were interested in atoms. It is marvelous that physics
succeeded to explain the atoms. It is not clear whether such a success will be also
reached in the future. How[ar humans can progress in science is not clear.

Physics have offered me a lot ofjoy. I loved physics. I still love it. But I cannot grasp a
considerable part o[ recent physics: it is getting too complex and too sophisticated [or
me. But ifa single person is able to catch only smaller and smaller[ractions o[science,
i[one cannot understand the essence o[science, youngpeople may lose their interest in
it. Today it is almost impossible to know the whole o[physics. I consider this complex-
ity to be a danger[or the [uture ofscience. I[people don't get an overview, they may be-
come less interested. I[ they are not interested, they will not learn science. I[young peo-
ple will not study science, that will temtinate the development ofscience.

I am deeply worried that we have not yet received any message[rom alien civilizations.
It is probable that there are other habitable planets; people or other similar creatures
may live on them. It is likely that some o[ these civilizations have developed more
knowledge than we did. Therefore it is surprising that they have not established contact
with us. I don't think on a direct visit because o[the huge distances, but they might use
telecommunication. I am surprised that there is only one Earth and only one race
which is interested. There are two possible explanations for this puzzle. One possibility
is that they developed science and technology in the past, they started an armament
race, and then they annihilated themselves and their whole planet. If this is a rule ofthe
development o[intelligence, it could explain the silence. Another possibility is that they
developed science, which increased their standard ofliving. The luxury made them lazy,
they gave up reading books and learning science. It is also possible that physics turned
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"Fermi i"adiated the elements one by one with neutrons. The excess neutrons made the
nuclei radioactive. As he reached Uranium, observed not only a single sort ofradioac-
tivity, but a lot of them. Fermi concluded that this Uranium - being over-rich in neu-
trons - transfornzed to a sequence of transuranic elements. (For that Fermi received
the 1938 Nobel Prize in physics.) Ida Noddack - who herself.discovered a new ele-
ment: Rhenium - published a paper proposing that the complex radioactivity pattern
may indicate theflSsion ofthe Uranium nucleus into two fragments. This caused Fernli
to calculate that possibility, but he concluded that splitting could not occur because of
energy considerations. And his calculations were co"ect. The bnly problem was that
his calculations were based on an inco"ect measurement of masses by Aston.
- It is worth meditating about it for a moment. In 1932Hitler wasn't in power yet. Ifin
1932 we had known about Uranium splitting, it is impossible tell who would have
continued to work on it and what it would have been used for. The fission of the Ura-
nium nucleus - as we all know - was actually discovered only pt the end of1938." -
The discovery - made in the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute in Berlin, December 1938 -
was published in the German journal Naturwissenschaften on 6 January 1939. That
January Niels Bohr brought the news of Uranium fission to America. Eugene P.
Wigner remembered (Szanton, 1992):

"I was laid up in the hospital for about six weeks with jaundice. Leo Szilard was stay-
ing in my apartment. He came by the infirnzary nearly every day to see me and raised
my spirits with gentle Hungarian conversation. I appreciated that tremendously. One
morning" {after the Princeton talk of Bohr} "Szilard came ito my bed and said:
'Wigner, now I think there will be a neutron chain reaction. ' He meant that a nuclear
fission would make it possible. I disagreed at first, bu.t soon I saw that ofcourse he was

I
right. I had miscalculated how neutron-rich the fission fragmen,ts were. Their richness
in neutrons enabled the ejection of several neutrons in each fission. In the course of
these talks in the Princeton infirmary, Szilard and I developed aIr of the essentialpoints
offission theory." Szilard and Wigner were what Alvin Weinberg caIIedpredisposed
minds. The equilibrium percentage of neutrons in Uranium is much higher than in
its fragments, chemical clements located in the middle of the Periodic Table, so
there is a good chance for the n --:;.. 2n reactions to occur. And that was which
Szilard was desperately seeking to accomplish. Bohr and Fermi doubted but Szilard
immediately declared that Uranium fission would result in the liberation of nuclear
energy. Szilard borrowed 2000 dollars from a friend to make a neutron source. The
neutrons were slowed down, as in Szilard's previous experiments. During the
evening of 3 March 1939, on the 7th Ooor of the Pupin Lab at Columbia University,
Leo Szilard and Walter Zinn watched the neutron counter to 'see whether neutrons
would be produced in Uranium fission. During the same evening, Teller was relax-
ing while playing Mozart on his piano, when his phone rang: "MegtaMltam a
neutronokat." (For security reasons Szilard spoke Hungarian, meaning: 'I have
found the neutrons.') As Szilard recalled in his response at obtaining the Atoms for
Peace award in 1960, he told himself this night: "H. G. Wells! Here we come!"
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Enrico Femli decided to make a similar experiment in the basement of Pupin Hall
at Columbia, but he was less successful because he used fast neutrons. Then he bor-
rowed Szilard's slow neutron source, and observed the neutrons after fission in a
completely different experimental arrangement.

Szilard, Teller and Wigner were Central European refugees, who had first hand
experiences with Nazism and antisemitism. The atomic bomb must not get into
Hitler's hand. Fission was discovered in Berlin! The Hungarians agreed that full
secrecy must be imposed immediately.

As summer - and World War II - approached, Anderson, Femli and Szilard began
discussing the possibility of realizing a neutron chain reaction experimentally. In
June they published a design for Uranium reactor. In July 1939, the idea of a
nuclear reactor seemed promising. Fermi tried to approach the Navy to explain the
reactor and get support, but in vain. The Navy distrusted a stranger from an enemy
country. So Fermi left for a holiday.

Eugene Wigner visited Szilard. Szilard explained his calculations about the
Uranium-graphite reactor. Wigner understood and became concerned. They agreed
that Belgium should be warned not to let the Germans get hold of Uranium
imported from the mines in the Congo. Both Wigner and Szilard were at good
terms with Albert Einstein. Wigner remembered that Einstein knew the Queen of
Belgium. On a summer Sunday, 16 July 1939, Wigner drove Szilard to Einstein who
was spending on the seaside in Long Island.

Einstein did not feel home with nuclear physics, perhaps because he disliked quan-
tum mechanics. This was the first occasion Einstein had heard about the possibility
of a chain reaction, but he understood it quickly - in about 14 minutes (Marx, 1992,
Wigner, Fizikai Szemle, 1983). Einstein then dictated a letter to Belgium in Ger-
man, and Wigner scribbled down his words. They IcfLWigner translated the Ger-
man text to English, gave it to Szilard, then travelled to California for the summer.

Szilard started thinking that it was not such a good idea to spread the news abroad
about the possibility of a fission chain reaction. He found a contact to Alexander
Sachs who previously worked on the New Deal of President Roosevelt. Sachs said
that if Einstein were to write a letter, he would be ready to personally deliver it to
the President. Szilard composed a new letter, addressed to the President, and vis-
ited Edward Teller who owned a 1935 Plymouth car. Enter Teller (Fizikai Szemle,
1993):

''After the discovery ofnuclear fission, people said that a lot ofthings would be affected
by this discovery and it was worthwhile to work on it. The Americans' opinion was
negative. But by accident, there was a Hungarian there, Leo Szilard. He was a versatile
person. He was even capable of explaining to the Americans the concept of a nuclear
chain reaction. There was one thing that even Szilard could not do: drive a car. On the
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summer 0[1939 I was working at Columbia University in New York just [ike Szilard.
One day Szilard came up to me and said: 'Mr.. Teller, I am askingyou to drive out with
me to Einstein. ' Well, so we drove out on 2ndAugust. We entered, Einstein was cordial,
ofJered a tea to Szilard, and being democratic, he invited in the chaufJeur as well.
Szilard pulled a letter from his pocket addressed to President Roosevelt: SIR, SOME
RECENT WORK BY ENRICO FERMI AND LEO SZILARD, WHICH HAS
BEEN COMMUNICATED TO ME IN THE FORM OF A MANUSCRIPT,
LEADS ME TO EXPECT THAT THE ELEMENT URANIUM MAY BE
TURNED INTO A NEW AND IMPORTANT SOURCE OF ENERGY IN THE
IMMEDIATE FUTURE... Einstein read it slowly and said: 'Well, this will be the first
case when we use nuclear energy directly, not indirectly. (The Su'n'produces it, and we
are gaining light from the Sun.)' And with these words he signed the letter: 'Albert Ein-
stein '. Roosevelt received the letter from Dr. Sachs on 3 October. He could not have
received it at a better time, it happened just after Nazi Gemwnyand the Soviet Union
had occupied and divided Poland. By that time an intelligent man like Roosevelt could
clearly see: great danger has arrived, it is imminent, the danger is on the doorstep. Right
away he wrote to the head ofthe National Bureau ofStandards: 'Convene a meeting to
discuss tfie content ofthe letter in detail. ' "

On Saturday, 6 December 1941, the Japanese made a surprise attack on Pearl Har-
bour, and annihilated a part of the American fleet. The USA found itself at war. On
the very same day Washington decided in favor of "an all-out efJortto build a
nuclear bomb". The next dayArthur Compton, the director of the top-secret project,
ruled that the reactor project should move to Chicago under the code-name:
'Manhattan Project'. In the spring of 1942, Compton invited Fermi, Teller and
Wigner to move to Chicago. That happened. Fermi's code-name was Farmer,
Wigner's code-name was Wagner. Wigner recalled (Szanton, 1992): "One day we
were driving together along a high-security road. At the checkpoint, the military guard
asked my name. I said: 'JVigner - oh, please excuse me: Wagner!' The guard could not
help but notice my Hungarian accent. He regarded me with suspicion and asked
sternly: 'Is your name really Wagner?' What could I say? Enrico saved me. Quite firmly
and confidently, he said: 'If his name's not Wagner, then my name's not Farmer.' And
the guard let us pass."

In Chicago an artificial neutron source was placed on the floor, then Uranium rods
and graphite blocks were placed upon it. According to Fermi's instructions, after
placing newer and newer layers onto the pile, the distribution of neutrons was
observed at different distances from the source. As the neutron multiplication was
higher, the neutrons reached a larger distance in the graphite before being
absorbed. It was Wigner's duty to calculate the neutron multiplication from the
measured distribution of the neutrons at increasing distances, and to foresee the
critical size of the pile needed for a self-sustaining chain reaction. As Alvin Wein-
berg said (Marx, 1992): "There were two dominant scientific brains in Chicago. Fermi
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conducted the experimental work Wigner headed the theoretical research. Szilard,
Teller and Wigner were called the Hungarian Mafia in Chicago.

Fermi performed 25 experiments with different arrangements of Uranium and
graphite. The first self-sustaining neutron chain reaction was realized on 2 Decem-
ber 1942. Let us quote the description of the eye-witness Wigner (Szanton, 1992):

"I stood watching Enrico Fermi in a large room beneath Stagg Field. About 50 people
have been assembling there since 8:30 on this Wednesday in a room of10 by 20meters.
In the middle of the room a huge pile ofblack graphite bricks and pieces of wood had
been heaped up. The bottom halfof the pile was square shaped; the top was narrower.
The serious work had begun at about 9:45. The chain reaction was almost achieved
around 11:30, but a safety rod, set too low, had stopped it. Fermi sent everyone to lunch
and we all returned to the squash court at 2:00. Now Fermi stood with a slide rule at
one end of the balcony, with two of his top assistants, Herbert Anderson and Walter
Zinno Next to them was Arthur Compton, the director of the Manhattan Project. The
other 40 of us were crowded on the far side of the balcony. Among the others present
was myoid friend, Leo Szilard. At 3:30 p.m., Fermi calculated the rising rate of the
neutron counts and instructed an assistant to pull out the cadmium-plated rod about
25 centimeters at a time. The recorder started to tick: pit-a-pat, pit-a-pat, pit-a-pat. The
selfsustaining chain reaction was more and more closely approximated. It had died for
some time, but when the whole control rod had been pulled out, the recorder ticked
more strongly than ever knew that a nuclear chain reaction had been achieved. We had
released the energy of the atomic nucleus and had successfully controlled that energy.
There were smiles all around the room, even some applause. But for about 30 minutes
we mostly just watched. It was not theatrical or striking anyway: Fermi had made the
reactor quite weak so that it would not kill us. But it was there, - and it worked. Just
before 4:00 p.m. Fermi ordered the reaction stopped. We had all expected the experi-
ment to succeed. After all, if a carriage is built and hitched to a team of horses, we
expect the carnage to move. In anticipation ofthis moment, about ten months earlier I
had bought a bottle ofChianti in Princeton, and brought it to Chicago. I guessed that
the war might have prevented Italy from exporting wine to the USA. In a way, it was
harder to foresee the shortage ofChianti than to foresee the successful chain reaction.
But I had been through World War I, and I knew that such luxuries tend to disappear. I
had kept the bottle behind my back throughout the experiment. Now I produced it from
a brown paper bag on the balcony floor, brought it forward, and presented it to Fermi.
He thanked me. Fermi uncorked the bottle and asked someone to find paper cups.
They were produced and we drank the sweet red Chianti. What beautiful, subtle plea-
sures wine can give! Quietly, we toasted the event, and wished that somehow this
nuclear reaction could make man's life happier, and humankind less prejudiced. Fermi
signed his name just below the top of the Chianti label. The bottle went around the
room, and below Fermi's signature the rest ofus added our names. The bottle ended up
in the hands ofAlbert Wattenberg, a bright young physicist. No written records were
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made of the witnesses to this historic moment, so the names on the Chianti label were
later used to recreate the groUp."

So we know that, besides 38 Americans, an Italian was present (Fermi), a Canadian
(Zinn) and two Hungarians (Szilard and Wigner). Compton rushed to phone a
coded message to Washington: THE ITALIAN NAVIGATOR HAS JUST
LANDED IN THE NEW WORLD. THE NATIVES ARE FRIENDLY. As later
on Manson Benedict added (Marx, 1994): "The vessel used by the Italian navigator
was built by a Canadian shipwright from rare and costly materials found by Hungarian
explorers." On 17 May 1955 Fermi and Szilard were formally granted U.S. patent
No. 2708656 for the neutronic reactor.

In nature, 0.7 % of the Uranium is made of the lighter 235U isotope, and only this is
capable for fission under the impact of slow neutrons. In order to make an atomic
bomb, this light Uranium has to be enriched above 90 %. The Uranium was
enriched by diffusion through a porous wall: the molecules containing the lighter
235 nuclei moved a bit faster. The huge diffusion plant was built in Oak Ridge. By
repeating the diffusion process thousands of times, gradually sufficiently enriched
235U could be obtained. But this method was very slow. Till the end ofWord War II
only a few kilograms of 235U was separated, enough for only one single bomb. On
the 6th of August 1945 that bomb was dropped on Hiroshima.

*
In the nuclear reactor, the heavier 238U isotope captures neutrons, but does not
split: it decays to the transuranic clement Neptunium, then to Plutonium. Louis
Turner predicted that Plutonium will be fissionable. Plutonium is an element differ-
ent from Uranium, so if it is produced within nuclear reactors, it can be separated
chemically from Uranium.

In September 1941 Eugene P. Wigner explained Compton the difference between
fast neutrons (producing atomic bomb) and slow neutrons (utilized in reactors). A
large nuclear reactor could make all the Plutonium needed for a bomb. In his book
The Atomic Quest Compton recalled how Wigner had urged him "almost in tears"
to do so. Finally Compton charged Wigner to design large reactors with high neu-
tron fluxes. (Wigner was the perfect candidate for the job: he was educated as a
chemical engineer, was at home with nuclear physics, and disliked Hitler.) Planning
of large reactors was started in the first half of 1942, much before Fermi's reactor
became operational. The Chicago reactor was of low power. The intended large
reactors were 17 000 times more powerful, they needed efficient cooling. Compton
proposed helium gas as coolant because it does not absorb neutrons at all. But
gaseous helium has a small heat capacity. In April 1942 Wigner, a practical man
proposed normal water as coolant, because the electrical industry had accumulated
much experience with water boilers. This was a daring idea from the nuclear point
of view, because light hydrogen absorbed some neutrons, and this fact takes 1.5 %
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off the neutron multiplication factor. In the summer of 1942, while Fermi's experi-
ments were stilI running, a trial arrangement was assembled with water tubes. From
the measured neutron distribution Alvin Weinberg calculated that a water cooled
graphite reactor with natural Uranium as fuel may realize a neutron multiplication
of 104 %. Wigner seemed to be right!

The 1942 DuPont Chemical Company, charged with building the Plutonium pro-
ducing reactors, accepted Wigner's proposal for using normal water as coolant. By
December 1942 (before Fermi's reactor started operating) the plan for the water
cooled reactor was ready: four months were enough for the Wigner group of five to
design the 500 million watt reactor. Once - looking through the technical plans
proposed by DuPont - Wigner noticed that there was an error in the design. He
recalculated the reactor control system, and realized that DuPont's plan did not
include enough control rods. He corrected the error in time. Szilard said that
Wigner was the conscience of the whole project. In 1943, the Plutonium producing
reactors (with natural Uranium fuel, graphite moderator and normal water coolant,
as proposed by Wigner) were built in Hanford, at the far north-east corner of the
USA. From there the first shipments of Plutonium arrived in May 1944. A year
later there was enough Plutonium produced to make atomic bombs.

One of them was tried in New Mexico on 16th July 1945. The second one was
dropped on Nagasaki on 9th August 1945.

The design and fabrication of the atomic bomb was directed byRobert Oppenheimer
in Los Alamos. Leo Szilard was not permitted to enter: he did not have a security
clearance, he stayed in Chicago. Reactor construction went on in Oak Ridge, where
Eugene U'igner worked, later on became director of the Oak Ridge National Labo-
ratory. Hitler committed suicide and Germany surrendered already in May 1945.
The Europeans - Bohr, Szilard, Teller, Wigner - had more direct information
about Hitler and intended to prevent Nazi Germany to possess the bomb as first.
After the collapse of Hitler's might, they did their best to prevent the use of the ter-
rible weapon against Japanese. Japan was almost defeated anyhow. But for the
Americans, shocked by the attack on Pearl Harbor, Japan was the enemy. Including
Robert Oppenheimer they supported the sharp use of the bomb. 200 000 people died
in Hiroshima and Nagasaki. This hounded the mind of the nuclear pioneers since
then. Wigner - a mild personality - advocated civil defense instead of the mad
Mutually Assured Destrnction. Now we have got a hope that oak will survive poplars
(alamos).

Still in 1943, simultaneously with the construction of the Plutonium producing
reactors, other alternatives were also searched for. Eugene U'igner asked his theo-
retical group to look for other possible materials to slow down the neutrons. He
told: "Don't forget common water!" So Alvin Weinberg started to investigate H20.
He found that natural Uranium fuel and common water moderator could achieve a
98 % neutron multiplication factor. Almost enough for a chain reaction. Weinberg
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said [Budapest 1989]: "Wigner was the first reactor engineer. As the scientific director
of the Oak Ridge Laboratory, proposed a research reactor based·on natural Uranium
fuel,· a heavy water moderator, and light water cooling. In 1945 Colonel Abelson from
the Navy came to me with the question how reactors could be used to operate sub-
marines. I answered: 'These reactors must be compact. The simplest solution is to use
water as the moderator, and as coolant as well. ' For simplicity, we left heavy water off.
The first reactor with enriched Uranium as fuel, a light water moderator, and light
water cooling was built in Idaho. But due to the low boiling point of the water, only 17
% thermal efficiency could be reached. This is why in submarines the reactors are
moderated and cooled by pressurized water, boiling at higher temperature. This type of
power reactor is now in use worldwide. Although fVigner did not design a nuclear
powerplant, we can nevertheless say: he was the grandfather ofwater-moderated and
water-cooledpower reactors."

After World War II the time came for peaceful use of nuclear power. President
Eisenhower created the ATOMS FOR PEACE medal. The first recipient was Niels
Bohr, the Danish creator of models for atoms and nuclei (1957). In the second year
George de Hevesy, the Hungarian inventor of radioactive tracing obtained the
medal. In 1959, two Hungarians received the medal from the President: Leo Szilard
and Eugene fVigner for the design of the nuclear reactor. After them in 1960 the
American Alvin Weinberg (student of Wigner) and the Canadian Walter Zinn (a
former co-worker of Szilard) were honoured for building reactors...

*
"Eugene and Heckmann were lying on the lawn near the municipal swimmingpool in
Gottingen. Heckmann (a Gemwn astronomer) observed that a trail of ants was
crawling across Eugene's right leg, and he asked Eugene 'Don't they bite?' The answer
was 'They do. ' Question: 'Then why don't you kill them?' Answer by Eugene Wigner: 'I
don't know which one it was.' This story was told by Edward Teller (Wagner, 1981).
According to his other story, while Wigner was driving in Princeton, an other car
crossed the street unexpectedly. As the blood pressure went up, Wigner shouted at
the other driver: "Go to hell - please!"

According to John von Neumann, when Leo Szilard entered a revolving door fol-
lowing somebody, he somehow managed to come out first. Not so with Wigner. If
you are accompanied by Wigner, and let him enter the revolving door as first, he
manages to leave it last. "In America every physicist knows Wigner's modesty -
Valentine Telegdi said (Wagner, 1981). This is, however, an 'apparent' modesty.
Wigner knows his own value very well, the modesty serves only as defense against
provocations." - Edward Teller characterizes Wigner: - "H1wn he says to a seminar
speaker: 'JVhat you say is interesting', that is a much harder criticism than my saying
him 'That's damned nonsense'." (The author of the present paper experienced him-
self this behaviour of Eugene Wigner.)
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As a small child, he was taken on an excursion in a carriage. Eugene was supposed
to chat with grown-ups politely, but he would have preferred talking with the horse.
Unfortunately, the horse did not speak Hungarian. But he kept this kind of interest
through his whole life.

Albert Einstein - and a lot of other giants of physics - had reservations with respect
to quantum mechanics because it is not deterministic in the strict Newtonian sense.
One can compute the time evolution of the wave function, but at the instant of
measurement the wave function suddenly shrinks to one of the eigenfunctions of
the measured quantity, and we cannot predict exactly, to which of them. Quantum
mechanics offers only probabilistic prediction about the outcome of a measure-
ment, and about its impact upon the state of the microobject. "But what is a mea
sur em e n t ?" asked Wigner. He tried to give himself an answer. It is the interac-
tion of the real outside world with the mind of the physicist. This has raised the fur-
ther question of consciousness. What happens if a human looks at the measuring
device but he misses appreciating the position of the dial? And do animals possess
consciousness? In the last 20 years, Eugene P. Wigncr thinks more and more about
consciousness and its relation to quantum mechanics. In his acceptance lecture of
the honorary Ph.D. degree at the Etitvos University Wigner expressed his personal
opinion (1987, Marx, 1994):

"There are phenomena which physics cannot yet describe. For example, it cannot
describe life, emotion or consciousness. This situation is like not t a kin g gravi-
tation into account would be. But gravitation exists and life exists. I am here, I feel joy
and desire. It used to be said that man is subdued to the laws ofphysics, and his emo-
tions are irrelevant. I cannot accept that! I am convinced that the sequence ofevents is
influenced by my consciousness in a similar way as it is influenced by the force ofgrav-
ity. If this were true, there would be something which physics is not interested in as it
was not interested in the existence ofatoms 100years ago.

I can imagine that human intellect has its own limitations just like animal brain is
limited. Once I tried to teach the multiplication table to a nice and skilful dog. Not to
make a difficult calculation like 6·8. I showed him 2 squares and 3 squares, and I
wanted the dog to indicate that the product makes 6 squares. I failed. The dog can
learn very different skills, but it seems not to be interested in multiplication. Up to a
certain degree we are like animals. It is quite possible that our interest and our knowl-
edge is limited as well. I would like to hope that understanding life does not lie beyond
the limits of our intellect. We have learned to describe the behaviour ofgases and the
behaviour of atoms. Once perhaps we shall understand life as well. This is why one
cannot exclude that the deterministic description of the human mind will not be possi-
ble. It may be that presentphysics will be enough to describe a bacterium. When it suc-
ceeds, the bacterium will not be considered to be a I i v e any longer. But in order to
describe the whole complexity oflife, including human can sci a usn e s s, we shall
be unable to restrict ourselves to pure wave functions, because the impact of the
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macroscopic environment disturbs it immediately, e.g., by the cosmic background
radiowaves, which are present everywhere with a temperature o[2.7K

It is possible that understanding consciousness remains as[ar[rom human intellect, as
multiplication from my dog."

According to Wigner, Newton was the greatest physicist because he was able to
condense all the knowledge about the physical Universe in the single volume of the
Principia. Early 20th century he welcomed the arrival of relativity and quantum
theory because they promised again a compact world picture at the price of a cer-
tain abstraction. As a matter of fact, Wigner's monograph on the Group Theory and
its Application to the Quantum Mechanics o[Atomic Spectra is a rather successful
attempt to offer this synthesis for the 20th century. Seeing the expansion of physics,
the recent flood of scientific information filled him with anxiety. At his age of 85 he
was asked by Hungarian secondary school students about his view of the future
(1987, Marx, 1994]:

"Well, please, it is a hard question. The realm o[physics has been extended tremen-
dously. In the first book I ever read about physics when I was 17, [written by Sandor
Mikola] it said: 'Atoms and molecules may exist but this is irrelevant [rom the view-
point o[physics. ' Only chemists were interested in atoms. It is marvelous that physics
succeeded to explain the atoms. It is not clear whether such a success will be also
reached in the future. How[ar humans can progress in science is not clear.

Physics have offered me a lot ofjoy. I loved physics. I still love it. But I cannot grasp a
considerable part o[ recent physics: it is getting too complex and too sophisticated [or
me. But ifa single person is able to catch only smaller and smaller[ractions o[science,
i[one cannot understand the essence o[science, youngpeople may lose their interest in
it. Today it is almost impossible to know the whole o[physics. I consider this complex-
ity to be a danger[or the [uture ofscience. I[people don't get an overview, they may be-
come less interested. I[ they are not interested, they will not learn science. I[young peo-
ple will not study science, that will temtinate the development ofscience.

I am deeply worried that we have not yet received any message[rom alien civilizations.
It is probable that there are other habitable planets; people or other similar creatures
may live on them. It is likely that some o[ these civilizations have developed more
knowledge than we did. Therefore it is surprising that they have not established contact
with us. I don't think on a direct visit because o[the huge distances, but they might use
telecommunication. I am surprised that there is only one Earth and only one race
which is interested. There are two possible explanations for this puzzle. One possibility
is that they developed science and technology in the past, they started an armament
race, and then they annihilated themselves and their whole planet. If this is a rule ofthe
development o[intelligence, it could explain the silence. Another possibility is that they
developed science, which increased their standard ofliving. The luxury made them lazy,
they gave up reading books and learning science. It is also possible that physics turned
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out to be too complicated for them, thus they found it boring, and stopped being inter-
ested in science. This is why those beings ahead ofus by 50years or more are not inter-
ested in contacting us. I hope I am wrong. I hope my fear ofan end ofthe story is mis-
taken. I don't know."

In the last two decades TVigner lena visited his home country several times, lectured
to students and professors, published in the Hungarian physics monthly Fizikai
Szemle. He had become honorary member of the Hungarian Physical Society (as
Neumann and Teller had) and also member of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences.
Now Professor Wigner has left us. He was buried in the Princeton Cemetery on the
side of his former wife Mary. In Hungary, several hundreds of people attended the
Memorial Session on the 23rd January 1995. Newspapers brought obituaries,
physics teachers spoke about his scientific and historic importance to their stu-
dents. The New York Times printed a six-columns-obituary about the boldphysicist
who changed science's perception ofsubatomic particles and who helped usher in the
AtomicAge. The New York Times wrote:

"Dr. TVigner was part ofa circle of remarkably visionary scientists born and educated
in Budapest who eventually came to the West and transformed the modern world."
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